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Wood has been our medium for over 
100 years. Along the way we have 
incorporated our knowledge of carpen-
try and bespoke fitting with the indu-
strial requirement of today´s building 
process. 
 We can offer both standard solu-
tions and customized interiors accor-
ding to the client´s wishes. We bring 
an in-depth knowledge of a room’s 
design, construction and performance 
so that every detail will make the ex-
perience of the room even greater.

GUSTAFS LINEAR SYSTEM SYSTEMSYSTEM



GUSTAFS 
LINEAR SYSTEM
Gustafs Linear System is an innovative range of ribs and planks for cladding of walls and 
ceilings. With Gustafs Linear System you achieve a reliable, labour saving and exclusive 
interior finish. Naturally, Gustafs Linear System offers a design attribute that comes with 
the best fire rating, optimal sound absorption and sound diffusion.

LINEAR RIB
A premium system and the 
best choice when it comes 
to fire safety, form stability, 
free design possibilities and 
environ mental friendliness.

LINEAR PLANK
For classic plank designs 
with whole crown veneers 
combined  with the fire rating 
and form stability of a fiber 
gypsum core.

LINEAR MODULE
Our most simple solution to 
install, using solid wood.

Adgar west Warsaw Mikhailovskaya Dacha St Petersburg



GUSTAFS LINEAR SYSTEMGUSTAFS LINEAR RIB

FEATURES

Gustafs Linear Rib installation at Malmö 
Live. When the ribs are installed c/c 100mm 
they achieve the highest possible sound 
absorption class A.

DESIGN
Gustafs Linear Ribs provides designers 
the possibility to create exciting and 
appealing rooms while at the same time 
ensuring the highest possible well-being 
for their occupants. 

Gustafs Linear Ribs can be used in 
curved or straight installations and is 
easily combined with the Gustafs Panel 
System. 

We can assist you with your design 
wishes and help provide a rib solution 
with your own personal touch.

ACOUSTICS
Our linear system automatically gives a 
relatively large open area of 24% which 
warrants for a good sound absorption 
over a wide band of frequencies. The 
three dimensional shape of the Ribs 
will also act like a sound diffuser. The 
diffusion can be tuned by working with 
varying depths and widths for the Ribs.

FLEXIBILITY 
IS STANDARD
To offer maximum design and instal-
lation flexibility, Gustafs Linear Ribs 
 comprises a range of cores, veneers, 
 colours, dimensions and spacing 
 between the Ribs. 
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INSTALLATION
We offer user-friendly aluminum grids 
providing installation reliability and a 
 professional visual result. No tools are 
needed to assemble the interlocking 
components. A demountable version is 
available, ideal when occasional access to 
the ancillary systems is required. 

Compared to similar systems, Gustafs 
Linear Ribs is a considerable time saver 
when it comes to the installation.

FIRE
Gustafs Linear Ribs, have, in accordance 
with the Euroclass system, achieved clas-
sification B-s1,d0.

B  the rib contributes little or  
insignificantly to fire. 

s1    the rib contributes little  
or insignificantly to the development 
of smoke.

d0  the rib does not create flaming 
 particles or droplets when  
subjected to fire.

HIGH IMPACT RIBS 
For walls in tough environments like for 
example in schools, restaurants, cor-
ridors and entrances, we have designed 
a particularly sturdy and more impact 
resistant rib with a unique sandwich core 
construction. So now you can use ribs 
on the lower sections of the walls in high 
impact areas.

GREEN CONTENT 
Gustafs Linear Ribs and Planks contain 
97% natural materials, 94% recycled 
materials of which 17% are post consumer 
recycled.
 We can offer certified wood and pro-
ducts without urea-formaldehyde content 
or emissions. 

LEED & BREEAM
Gustafs Linear Solutions can contribute 
to many points in the LEED and BREEAM 
 certifications of buildings. For more 
 detailed information see our website.

CLEAN POWER
With our production located in Sweden 
90% of our energy consumption comes 
from hydro power and the remaining 10% 
from wind power.
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GUSTAFS LINEAR RIB

44 mm

38 mm

34 mm 28 mm 22 mm

The Gypsum core ribs are available in four thicknesses; 44 mm, 34 mm, 28 mm and 22 mm. The standard width is 38 mm.  
Using our standard installation method the gap betwen the ribs is 12 mm. 

The High impact ribs are available 
in three thicknesses; 44mm, 38 mm 
and 28 mm.

RIB

FACTS 

Core Fibre reinforced Gypsum or Sandwich 
Surface  Veneer, painted in solid colour or foils
Thickness Fibre reinforced Gypsum; 22, 28, 34 and 44 mm
 Sandwich; 28, 38 and 44 mm
Width 38 mm
Length 2400 mm
Fire rating B-s1,d0 
Acoustics 24% open area. Up to sound absorption class A
Installation Quick-Up Assembly Capax

Others specifications on request

44 mm

38 mm

38 mm 28 mm

αp
63 Hz 125 Hz 250 Hz 500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

0,00 0,05 0,35 0,90 0,90 0,70 0,65
0,05 0,30 0,90 1,00 0,75 0,60 0,65
0,05 0,35 0,95 1,00 1,00 0,95 0,75

Mounting	 Insulation	 Installation	 Open	area	 αw	and	 						
depth	 	 interval	 	 sound	class
 
45 mm 17 mm 50 mm 24% 0,65-C
103 mm 45 mm 50 mm 24% 0,70-C
108 mm 50 mm 100 mm 62% 0,95-A

ACOUSTIC VALUES GUSTAFS LINEAR RIB

BESPOKE RIBS
Contact us for ribs in other 
dimensions, surfaces, etc.



Gustafs Linear Rib installation on 
walls and ceilings at the architect 
Allford Hall Monaghan Morris 
office in London. The installation, 
on both walls and in the ceiling, 
provides an acoustic buffer between 
the upper plan offices and meeting 
rooms. White foiled ribs of varying 
depths was used to amplify the unu-
sual geometry of the space.

“Having worked with GUSTAFS and LSA 
Projects on previous projects such as 
Leonard Street and Tooley St, we knew to 
expect a quality product when specifying 
our own offices, AHMM City.
    As elsewhere in the fit out, we looked to 
use proprietary components in a new way. 
Installed on a tapered bridge linking two 
buildings with differing levels and heights, 
the installation on both walls and the 
ceiling provides an acoustic buffer between 
our open plan offices and meeting rooms.
    

We specified white veneered GLS ribs of 
varying depths to amplify the unusual 
geometry of the space. Referencing Bridget 
Riley, we created a subtle visual illusion of 
increased width when crossing between 
the spaces.
    The LSA Project team ensured that the 
complex intersections we had developed 
were resolved and installed on site to a 
standard exceeding our expectations.”

 Lizi Cushen, Project Architect – AHMM 

“We have worked together for many 
years because the GUSTAFS and LSA 

Project team contribute to the collabora-
tive process from inception to execution”   

/ Simon Allford, Director - AHMM

ALLFORD HALL MONAGHAN MORRIS
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GUSTAFS LINEAR RIB

 WALL INSTALLATION
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1. Capax BASE-W
2. Wall fixing screw
3. Air gap or insulation
4. Capax U-FIX
5. Capax in-line connector
6. Gustafs Ribs
7. Spring clips

U-FIX-50, Gripper for Ribs, with hole, length 50 mm BASE-W, Wall batten, length 3000 mmU-FIX 200, In-line connector 
for Ribs, length 200 mm

The installation is made with screws or, 
for demountable ribs, spring clips.

 CAPAX WALL GLS

RIB INSTALLATION
SIMPLE AND FAST 
The Quick-Up assembly system is a user friendly aluminum grid offering installation reliability and a 
perfect visual result. No tools are needed to assemble the interlocking components. A fully demountable 
version is available, ideal when access to the ancillary systems is required.  
Gustafs Ribs save 12% time compared to similar systems when it comes to the installation.
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 CAPAX CEILING GLS

 CAPAX CEILING SUSPENSION

U-FIX-50, Gripper for Ribs, 
with hole, length 50 mm

BASE-C Ceiling carrier 3262 – Distance profil, 
with cuts every 50 mm
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1. Ceiling hanger
2. Suspending Capax BASE-C
3. Distance Capax 3262
4. Capax U-FIX-50
5. Capax in-line connector
6. Gustafs Ribs
7. Spring clips
8. Acoustex, acoustic felt

 WALL INSTALLATION
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GUSTAFS LINEAR RIB

EXAMPLE OF VENEERS FROM GUSTAFS NATURE COLLECTION

VENEERS/ SURFACES
The Gustafs Linear Rib is available in any of our standard veneer collections, Nature & Gemini, and is there-
fore very easy to match with Gustafs Panel System and Gustafs Linear Plank. You can find more examples of  
veneers on gustafs.com.

Nature Oak Nature Birch Nature Rotary cut Birch Nature Maple

Nature Ash Nature Beech Nature Pear Nature Mahogany

Nature Oregon Pine Nature Elm Nature Cherry Nature Teak

Nature Walnut It is also possible to wrap the ribs with coloured foil. Contact us for more information regarding coloured ribs. 
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GUSTAFS LINEAR PLANK

INSTALLATION POSSIBILITIES

WeatherboardWeatherboard

Decreasing lengths

Diagonal

Full lengths

Fishbone

3206

13 mm

3202

10 mm

3201

3206

13 mm

3202

10 mm

3201

3206

13 mm

3202

10 mm

3201

PLANK
Gustafs Linear Planks lets you combine a beautiful linear design with the best possible fire ratings. Using 
the famous Gustafs Capax installation system a perfect end result will be guaranteed as well the option 
to fully integrate the Planks with Gustafs Panels and Ribs. Every Plank comes with one unique and full 
crown veneer flitch for the most exclusive experience.

FIRE

The fiber gypsum core in the Planks not 
only is non combustible and gives the 
Planks a total rating of B-s1,d0 inclu-
ding the veneer, it also gives the Planks 
an absolute stable form and seamless 
perfection - for ever! 

ACOUSTICS

The Gustafs Linear Planks can also be 
perforated as a design element or to 
achieve a higher sound absorption 
value. 

INSTALLATION

Using Capax profiles or clips, the Planks 
can be installed vertically, horizontally 
or diagonal and with closed or more 
eye catching coloured open joints 
between the Planks. Linear Planks are 
the perfect tool to create curved walls 
and ceilings.
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BESPOKE SOLUTION 
Weatherboard installation 
with customized shape.

Perforated 
plank

Curved installation open joint

FACTS GUSTAFS LINEAR PLANK
Lengths  2960 mm
Widths  100 - 200 mm
Surfaces   Veneers
Core  Fiber Gypsum
Installation Capax
Fire rating B-s1,d0

Others specifications on request
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GUSTAFS LINEAR MODULE

MODULE
The Gustafs Modules comes fully assembled and ready to use, 
including the acoustic felt. The Module system provides quick, 
user friendly and invisible installations and a modern linear look 
in solid wood. A look that can be adapted to your request when 
it comes to the rib dimension and the spacing in between them, 
but also the type of wood and wood treatment.
   With more than 100 years of wood experience, we know how 
to handle and care for solid wood, a challenging job when per-
fect aligned linear installations are requested.

CEILING INSTALLATION
The ceiling modules come ready to use including an acoustic felt and are 
easily suspended from the integral M6 connection points. The M6 connec-
tion allows the height positioning to be fine-tuned with laser edge accuracy. 
Once the modules with the female shaped interlocking’s are in place, simply 
add and couple the male modules in between. A perfect alignment is 
secured by the end-pin feature for beautiful large ceiling installations, while 
every second row of modules remaining fully demountable.

WALL INSTALLATION
The Linear modules for walls also comes 
fully assembled and equipped with an 
acoustic felt. The modules are hung from 
hook shaped battens and once in place se-
cured by a screw. The screw will be hidden 
behind the acoustic felt, using an overlap 
principle for a stylish end result.



FACTS GUSTAFS LINEAR MODULE
Dimensions Ceiling modules 600 x 1190 mm, others on request
  Wall modules 600 x 2400 mm, others on request
Species         All species of wood, solid
Treatments Lacquer, Stain, Oil or Paint
Acoustics Open area and sound absorption depends on the design.
Installation     Ceiling - Interlocking Module, direct suspension, demountable
  Wall - Hooking Module, locked by screw
Fire rating     B-s1,d0
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